
Dear Dave, 	 1/24/94 • 

Your were right about the mailing labels. Ycltu sent some stickone, a sheet, and I.  

changed where they were then:4 4 Athel 	- 

I respond is h.ute because several things that will take time also came today. 

I'll be lucky if the financial regard from Selections exceeds the advance and we 

spent that on nursing—hOme insurance. If they have even announced the book I've not 

heard of it. I've been sent no announcement and on the day when I could get out and 

went to UT nearby Walden's, they'd not even heard of it. But their computer showed 

From the time High ' 
m 
ras

h 
iest 3 appeared and.a few sent me copies) of some of its 

references to m I've not heard a word about it. ur about Harry. Or from anyone who 

heard from him. I do not think that it is name—calling to refer to him as psychopathic. 

It is a harsh and unpleasant fact. 

I do not really mind but Rose measures himself when he says verbally what he will 

not put in writing and 'what he did write me was critical o me and supported Evica 

in that utterly irrational notion of his that is defamatorY. 

If you sent me the handwritten note from Posner I do not remember it. I'd like to 

see it. 

After my one experience with Scott I read nothing he writes. He was grossly 

inaccurate and do not want to waste time on that kind of writing and his opinions, 

to which he in entitled, do not interest me. 

The first one to "/jr." me (and I'm uncomfortable with it) was in person, Everett 

Phak at the restaurant. He hasn't stopped yet, either'. 
A 

My youngr sister, who lives in suburban Phila., sent me an article that led me 

to a little reminiscing. When/ I've a few free minites 	read and correct it and 

s0.11 you a copy, Dave also. 

Thanks and our best, 

-'ecember publication. 


